
The Car was a form 15 years ahead of its time; it 
wasn' t brought into mass production until 

1932 Maybach Zeppelin 
streamlined limo 

Kaiser-Frazer launched new cars for 1947. 
Richard von Frankenberg, writing in 

the German magazine Motor Review in 
1960, called this 1932 Maybach "one of 
the ugliest cars ever built." Not everyone 
agreed. Among those who liked the car was 
Phil Wright, who designed the 1933 Pierce
Arrow Silver Arrow for that year' s .Century 
of Progress World's Fair in Chicago. The 
two cars were shown less than six months 
apart, yet there's reason to believe that 

Demonstrating the power of one 

by Michael Lamm 

I
n the 1920s and 1930s, the Big Three German lUXUry cars 
were Mercedes-Benz, Horch and Maybach. Maybach, the 
new kid on the block, had arrived just in time for Germany's 
horrendous inflation of 1921 (three years before Mercedes and 

Benz merged). Many German families literally 
lost the farm in that catastrophic post-World War I 
economy. Most managed to pull through, and 
Maybach did too. 

Maybach Motorenbau was founded by Karl 
Maybach, son of Wilhelm, Gottlieb Daimler's 
chief engine and vehicle designer. Wilhelm May
bach was one of motoring' s pioneering innovators; 
among his many successes was engineering the 
first car to be named after Mercedes Jellinek. 

Karl followed in his father's footsteps. As a 
mechanical engineer, he designed engines for 
Count Zeppelin's airships, including some large 

the Maybach Zeppelin limo heavily influenced Wright. He borrow
ed not only the overall form but such touches as the recessed door 
handles, multiple beltlines, hidden side mounts and built-in trunk. 

German coachbuilder Spohn, located 12 miles from Friedrich-

. V12s. After the count died in 1917, Karl decided 
to design and manufacture high-end automo
bile engines. He built these to aircraft standards 
and managed to sell a few-too few-to -Spyker. 
To boost production, Maybach started building 
complete chassis, again to the highest standards. 
Following common practice among lUXUry car

Maybach's streamlined Zeppelin limo never made serial production, 
but the influence of its "envelope" body carried through the decades. 

makers, Maybach worked mostly with independent coach builders 
who styled and produced bodies to order, although the fmu also 
built a handful of bodies itself. 

Karl Maybach set up his plant in Friedrichshafen, the southern 
German industrial city where Zeppelins were manufactured. In 
addition to Count Zeppelin and Herr Maybach, Friedrichshafen 
counted Austrian aerodynamicist Paul Jaray among its promi
nent citizens. Together, these three men would influence the design 
of our featured 1932 Maybach Zeppelin streamlined limousine. 
Zeppelin inspired a penchant for grand, comfortable modes of trans
portation; Maybach contributed a taste for big engines and precision 
manufacturing. The car's strikingly modem body was' supposedly 
designed according to aerodynamic lines set down by Jaray. 

Yet how much input Jaray actually had has been a source of 
debate. The Maybach Zeppelin doesn't have the look of Jaray's 
typical "stacked half-teardrops." To form an automobile's aero
dynamic body shape, J aray liked to take two teardrop shapes, 
one larger than the other, slice them in half, and stack them hori
zontally, one atop the other, flat side down. The lower, larger half
teardrop became the rounded, sloping hood, passenger compart
ment and flattened point of a tail. The upper half-teardrop formed 
the greenhouse, with a fastback rear drop. 

The 1932 Maybach streamlined limousine didn't follow that 
Jaray pattern, and perhaps because it didn't, it became a much 
more influential design. What resulted was one of the fIrst passen
ger cars to use "through" fenders and an "envelope" body. This 
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shafen in Ravensburg, built the Maybach body. Karl Maybach 
believed in big, slow-revving engines, and the 60-degree, pushrod 
sleeved-aluminum V12 in his Zeppelin limo displaced eight liters. 
Its long stroke helped to give the car enough low-end torque to 
move away from a stop in high gear. The limo used a three-speed 
transmission with a separate two-speed companion gearbox to 
give six speeds forward and two reverse. Vacuum preselector 
shifting made the clutch unnecessary except in stops. To shift, the 
driver moved a small lever on the steering hub and lifted a foot off 
the accelerator. After a slight hesitation, the three-speed dropped 
into gear. The two-speed had a floor lever, and once the driver 
chose high or low range, that' s where it stayed. Highlhigh theo
reticallyallowed 100-mph cruising at 3600 rpm. Yet the stream
lined limo weighed 6600 pounds, so even with 200 horsepower, 
it wasn't light on its feet. Maybach literature claimed that the 
Zeppelin limo topped out at 120 mph. 

Maybach manufactured some 2000 cars, or an average of just 
100 a year between 1921 and 1941. For whatever reason----cost, 
poor promotion, radical styling--only one Zeppelin streamlined 
limousine was built. Yet it was arguably the most influential car 
the company ever produced, because the envelope body is virtually 
universal today. 

The Zeppelin didn't make it through World War n. Allied 
bombers destroyed most of Friedrichshafen, including the car. 
After the war, the company abandoned automobile manufacturing 
and built large diesel engines for railroad and maritime use .• 
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